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SUMMARY

Seeks to secure a position with a company that will allow utilizing strengths and abilities, which 
includes strong communication, leadership, motivational, and negotiating skills to further the 
progress and success of your company.

SKILLS

Analysis, Budgeting, Strong Oral/Written Communication.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Stock Trader
ABC Corporation  November 2011 – July 2012 
 Analyzed data and trends of different stocks to find profitable and potential stocks and 

invested for clients.
 Created new formula to analyze data.
 Manage personal investment, which at times involves fast-paced high-pressure decision-

making and keen financial awareness.
 Keep apprised of market trends and evaluate company metrics to make sound investments.
 Efficient, fast-pacing decision-making based on company SEC filings and the current stock 

market.
 Utilize risk vs reward tactics to make stock purchasing decisions.
 Generated an average of $80,000 annually.

Stock Trader
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2011 
 Analyzed data and trends of different stocks to find profitable and potential stocks and 

invested for clients.
 Created new formula to analyze data.
 Manage personal investment, which at times involves fast-paced high-pressure decision-

making and keen financial awareness.
 Keep apprised of market trends and evaluate company metrics to make sound investments.
 Efficient, fast-pacing decision-making based on company SEC filings and the current stock 

market.
 Utilize risk vs reward tactics to make stock purchasing decisions.
 Generated an average of $80,000 annually.

EDUCATION

BA in Criminal Justice - 2011(TEXAS A&amp;M UNIVERSITY - College Station, TX)
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